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Abstract-In this paper we study the following problem. Given an operator S and a subset F. of 
some linear space. approximate S(f) for any fEF. possessing only partial information on f. 
Although all operators S considered here are nonlinear (e.g. min f(x). minlf(x)l. Ilf or 11fl1>. we 
prove that these problems are "equivalent" to the problem of approximating S(j)=f. i.e. S=I. 
This equivalence provides optimal (or nearly optimal) information and algorithms. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
There are many papers dealing with the following problem: approximate an element/which 
belongs to a subclass Fo of a linear normed space possessing only partial information onf 
For many subclasses Fo we know optimal information. optimal algorithms and we know 
that adaptive information is not more powerful than nonadaptive information. (See e.g. [1. 
4]). This is an example of a linear problem; that is one wants to approximate S(f) for a linear 
operator S. 
The situation is quite different for nonlinear problems; that is one wants to approximate 
S(j) where S is a nonlinear operator. Nonlinearity of S usually makes the problem of finding 
optimal information and optimal algorithms more difficult. 
In this paper we give sufficient conditions for a nonlinear problem to be equivalent to 
the problem of approximating S(j) = f This equivalence leads to optimal (or nearly 
optimal) information and algorithms for this nonlinear problem. We will present some 
nonlinear problems for which these sufficient conditions hold. 
We summarize the contents of this paper. In Section 2 we present the basic definitions 
and results which will be needed in this paper. We define what we mean by a problem, 
information and an algorithm. We recall the concept of the error of an algorithm and of the 
radius of information. We show how these concepts become simpler for the problem with 
S=I, i.e. S(f)=f. In Section 3 we prove two simple lemmas which give sufficient 
conditions for a nonlinear problem to be equivalent to the problem with S = I. We illustrate 
these lemmas by such problems as approximation of S(f) = II f or S(f) = VJ where f is a 
function. In Section 4 we consider the problem of estimating S(f) = 11111. In the last section 
we study three problems which are related to the problem of finding the minimum of a given 
function f. 
For all these problems we exhibit nearly optimal information and nearly optimal 
algorithms. We also prove that adaption does not help. 
2. BASIC CONCEPTS 
In this section we present the basic definitions and results which will be needed in this 
paper. A more detailed discussion can be found in [3] and [4]. 
Let FI , F2 be linear spaces and let Fo be a subset of Fl' Let oS be an operator 
(2.1) 
tThts research was supported in pan by the National Science Foundation under Grant OCR 82-14322. 
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such that for every feFo and fJ ~ 0 
(2.2) 
By the (S. Fo)-problem we mean the problem of constructing an element g = g(j)eF2 such 
that 
g(j)eS(f, fJ), VfeFo, (2.3) 
for a possibly small number fJ. 
To solve this problem we used an adaptive linear information operator N (briefly 





is a linear functional, i = 1,2, .. . ,n. If Iv does not depend on J, i.e., L"E L" for 
i= 1,2, .. . ,n, then N is called noruuiaptive. By the cardinality ofN we mean the total number 
n of functional evaluations, card (N) = n. 
Knowing N(j) we construct g(j) by an algorithm (/), i.e. g(j) = (/)(N(f). Here by an 
algorithm (/) using N we mean any mapping . 
The error of (/) is defined as 
e(!9,N-$,Fo) = inf{8~O:VfEFo,!9(N(f)E.~(f,8)}. 
Let IP (N) be the class of all algorithms using 1v, 
By the radius of N we mean 





Thus the radius r(N; S, Fo) is the sharp lower bound on errors of algorithms using N. An 
algorithm (/)*, cp*elP(N), is optimal iff 
e(cp*, N; S, Fo) = r(N; S, Fo). (2.9) 
Let 'I'~ be the class of all adaptive linear information operators of cardinality not greater 
than n ;md let '1'::0" be the subc~ass of qt~ consisting of all nonadaptive linear information 
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operators. The nth adaptive radius for the (S.Fo)-problem is defined as 
- -
ra(n; S.Fo) = inf r(N;S,Fo) 
."'e~ 
and the nth nonadaptive radius for the (S.Fo)-problem as 
rMIJ(n;S.Fo) = inf r(N;S,Fo). 
NE'i':-




We shall say that N* is an nth adaptive (or nonadaptive) optimal information operator for 
the (S, Fo)-problem if 
N*E'I': (or N*E~) 
Roughly speaking, the error of any algorithm using an arbitrary information operator of 
cardinality at most n is not smaller than the nth radius. The error of an optimal algorithm 
using optimal information is equal to r(n; S, Fa). That is why we want to find optimal 
algorithms and optimal information operators. 
Suppose now that the space F2 is equipped with the norm II . IIF% and that there exists 




In the (S. Fo)-problem we approximate S(j), where the error is measured by liS(/) - g IIF
2
' 
Such a problem is called a nonlinear problem. To stress the special form of this problem 
we drop the bar over S and denote it by the (S.Fo)-problem. For every algorithm <p we 
have 
(2.14) 
For a nonlinear problem we can estimate the radius of information as follows. Let NE'I': 
and 
d(N;S,Fo) = sup suP{IIS(f) - S(i>IIF%, N(j) =N(f). jEFo} (2.15) 
feFo 
be the diameter of N. Then 
I 
id(N; S, Fa) ~ r(N; S, Fa) ~ d(N; S, Fa). (2.16) 
In many cases we have the left equality in (2.16). This holds for instance. if S is a 
functional. i.e. F2 = IR and 11'IIF
2 
= I . I. Note that d(N; S, Fo) has a relatively simple form 
and provides a rather sharp estimate of r(N; S, Fa). We also know that any interpolatory 
algorithm is nearly optimal. By an interpolatory algorithm we mean any algorithm 
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cp/etP(N) such that 
cpl(N(/) = S(Jj for ~ome JeFo and N(Jj = N(/). 
Then 
r(N;S.Fo)Se(IpI.N;S.Fo)Sd(N;S.Fo)S2r(N:S,Fo)· 
Hence the error of !pI differs at most by a factor of two from the error of an optimal 
algorithm. 
We now consider a very special problem defined as follows. Let FI be equipped with 
the norm II·IIF
I
• let S = I be the identity operator and let Fo be balanced and convex (i.e. 
IEFoimplies - IEFo, II. 12EFoimpliesl/i + (1- r)12EFo, 'VIE[O. 1)]). Then the (I, Fo-problem 
is called the approximalion (I. Fo)-problem or briefly the approximation problem. For the 
approximation problem it is easy to find the diameter of N. Indeed, let NDI>D be an 
nonadaptive infonnation operator. Then 
(2.17) 
For an adaptive infonnation operator Na of the fonn (2.4) we have 
(2.18) 
where. as in (2.5), N,= {Llf'" .,Ln,J is a nonadaptive information operator. 
From (2.16) and (2.18) it follows that 
(2.19) 
Thus adaption does not essentially help for the approximation problem. 
3. TWO LEMMAS 
In this section we prove two lemmas which will be used in the next sections. These 
lemmas provide lower and upper bounds on the diameter of information for a nonlinear 
(S, Fo)-problem. We estimate the diameter of N for (S, Fo)-problem by the diameter of N for 
the approximation (I, Fo)-problem for some Fo which depends on Fo. 
LEMMA 3.1 
Suppose there exist: (i) an element f*EFo; (ii) a balanced and convex subset toeFl; (iii) 
a positive constant m such that 
and 
f* +hEFo, VheEo 
max {IIS(f*) - Srr - h)IIF1' IIS(f*) - S(f* + h)IIF2' 
IIS(f* - h) - S(f* + h)IIF1} ~ m Ilh IIFI ' VheFo· 
Then for every information operator N, NEqt~, 
(3.1) 
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and 
(3.2) 
Proof. Let hEFonker N/". Then f*j:hEFo and N(f*) = N(f*j:h). Due to (2.15) and 
(2.17). 
d(N:S.Fo)";? sup max {IIS(f*)-S(f*-h)IIF,. 
IrElonkcrNr 
(3.3) 
This proves (3.1). Since Nr is nonadaptive, d(Nr: I. Eo ~ r
DOD (n; I, Eo) and (2.16) yields 
(3.2). 0 
LEMMA 3.2 
Suppose there exists a constant M such that 
Then for every infonnation operator N. NE'I':, 
- . 
and 
r(N;S,Fo)~M sup r(NJ.Fo) 
JEF. 
r"(n:S ,Fo)s.Mr"(n;/.Fo). 
Proof. Let <p be an arbitrary algorithm for (I,Fo)-problem. Define 
'PS<N(f) = S('P(N(f)). 
then 'Ps is an algorithm for (S, Fo)-problem whose error 
e(<ps.N;S,Fo) = sup IIS(f) - <Ps(N(!)11 
JEFo 
= sup IIS(f) - S(<p(N(f))1I 
Jet. 
s.M sup IIf - <p(N(f»1I 
lEt. 




This and arbitrarity of <p prove (3.5). Since (3.6) easily follows from (3.5) and (2.16) the proof 
is completed. 0 
We illustrate Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 by the following problem. Let F, = C[Q. I] be the space 
of continuous functions with the sup nonn 
IIf1IF, = IIf1I = sup If(x)l· 
. ,EIO.lI 
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Let Fo= {jEF.:f(x)E[1 ,3]. 1f'(x)I~I, VxE[O. I] a.e.} and let g be a function. 
g:[I. 3J-+R (3.7) 
such that g'(x)e{m., M.l. Define S:Fo-F2 = F. as 
Slf) (x) = g(f(x». (3.8) 
We now apply Lemma 3.1. Take f*(x) = 2 and Fo = {heEl: Ilh II ~ 1, Ih'(x)1 s 1, 
Vxe[O, 1] a.e.}. Then f* + heEo for every heEo. Furthennore for every heEo we have 
IIS(f*) - S(f* + h)11 = sup Ig(f*(x» - g(f*(x) + h(x»1 
.lS{O. I) . 
and due to the Taylor expansion of g we get 
IIS([*) - S(f* + h)11 ~ ml sup Ih(x)1 = mllih II. 
",,0. I) 
Hence Lemma 3.1 holds with m = m l and 
(3.9) 
We now apply Lemma 3.2. Using once more the Taylor expansion of g we easily 
conclude that IIS(f.) - S(fJII S Mdlf; - hll, VJ..heEo. Hence, 
r(N; S, Fo) ~ M.r(N; I, Fo). 
It can be proven that for every infonnation N 
and 
Hence, 
deN; S, Fo) = 2r(N; S, Fo), 
deN; I, Fo) = 2r(N; I, Fo) 
deN; I, Fo) = 2r(N; I. Fo). 
1 -
2m.r(N;J.Fo)~r(N;S,Fo)~M.r(N;J,Fo). 
It is easy to prove that 
2i -1 
N:(f) = (f(x ,) ,f(X2) , ... ,f(x.)], XI = --, 
2n 
is an nth optimal infonnation for both (I. to) and (I. Fo) problems and 
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This means that N! is an almost nth optimal information for the (S, Fo)-problem and 
For example, if,-8(x)=lIx (i.e. S(j)=I/f) then m,=119 ru:td M,=I. and if g(x)= 
Vi (i.e. S(f) = V f) then m, = 1/(2Y3) and M, = 112. 
4. OPTIMAL ESTIMATION OF IlflIF,' 
In this section, we solve the following simple problem. Let Fo be balanced and convex. 
Let F2 = R with II·IIF: = 1'1 and let 
Thus our problem is to approximate the value IIfIlF, for every feFo. 
THEOREM 4.1 
For every infonnation operator N, NE'I':. 
and 
1 




Proof Let /* = 0 and hEFo· Then /* + hEFo and Illf* - hllF, -11f*11F,1 = IIhllF,. This 
means that Lemma 3.1 holds with /*=0, Fo=Fo and m= 1. Hence, 




Since 2r(N;S.Fo) = d(N;S,Fo), "IN, then 
(4.4) 
which proves (4.2). Since adaption does not help for (/,Fo)-problem (4.3) easily follows 
from (4.2). This completes the proof. 0 
This theorem states that the problem of estimating the value of S(f) = IIf1IF, is 
equivalent to the approximation (/, Fo)-problem. Hence every nth optimal information 
operator N* for (/, Fo)-problem is also nearly optimal for the (S, Fo)-problem. Since this 
problem is an example of the nonlinear problem we know that every interpolatory 
algorithm cpl using N is almost optimal. We illustrate this by the following example. 
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ExAMPLE 4.1 
. Let F, be a separable Hilbert space and .Fo = {fEF,:IITflIF,!5 I} where T:F1-F, is a 
one-to-one linear operator. Let K, =(T-')*(T-'). We assume that K, is compact. Then 
there exists an orthonormal basis ~"~2"'" such that K'~i= Ai~i and A,~A2" .~O. Define 
(4.5) 
From [4] we know that N* is an nth optimal information operator for the (l./o)-problem 
and 
Due to Theorem 4.1 we get that N* is nearly optimal for the (S, Fo}-problem and 
r(N*;S,Fo) = c, vc. = c2r"(n;S,Fo) 
where c" c2E[l/4, 1]. Let <p/E<I>(N*) be defined as 
Since <pI is interpolatory then <pI is nearly optimal and 
e(q>f, N*; S, FrJ = cr(N*; S, Fo) 
where ce[1, 2]. 




In this section, we solve some (S, Fo)-problems which are related to the estimation of the 
minimum of functions from a given set Fo. We prove the equivalence between these problems 
and the approximation (I, Fo)-problem. Since for many subclasses Fo we know an nth 
optimal information N* for (I, Fo)-problem. this provides a nearly optimal information for 
the (S, Fo}-problems. 
Let F, = qQ, 1] be the space of continuous functions with the sup norm, i.e. 
IVllFt = IVII = sup If(x)l. 
~O.l) 
Let Fo be a balanced and convex subset of Fl' We consider three problems in the successive 
subsections. 
(i) Minimum -value problem 
Let 
(5.1) 
Consider the (S \,Fo)-problem, i.e. we want to approximate the minimal value of f for every 
fEFo. Of course, this is a nonlinear problem. 
THEOREM 5.1 
For every information operator N. NEqr~. 
(5.2) 
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and 
(5.3) 
Proof Take f* = O. For heFo define 
h_(x) = min (h(x), 0) and h+(x) = max (h(x), 0). 
Then 
IS.<J*) -SI(f* +h)1 = ISI(h)1 = I min h(x)1 = IIh_1I 
zElO.11 
ISI(f*) - SI(f* - h)1 = ISI( - h)1 = I max h(x)1 = IIh+lI. 
zEIO.II 
Since max {lIh_lI, IIh+II}=lIhll then Lemma 3.1 holds with Fo=Fo and m= 1. 
Hence 112 d(No,I.Fo)sd(NJ,Fo). It is known that 2r(N;I,Fo) = d(N;I,Fo)' Since SJ is a 
functional then 2r(N;SI,Fo)=d(N;SI,Fo), 'VN. This proves the left hand side of (5.2). 
To prove the r.h.s. we apply Lemma 3.2. There exist ai' a2E[0, 1] such that S.<J;) = feat), 
i = 1, 2. Without loss of generality we can assume that fJ(al)~f2(a2)' Then 
IS\(ft) - SI(f~1 = II (a. I) - 12(~ s/l(a.~ - 12(~ 
= V;(a.~ - h(a.~1 s IVI - hll· 
Thus Lemma 3.2 holds with M = I. Hence 
This proves (5.2). Since (5.3) follows immediately from (5.2), the proof is completed. 0 
We specify Theorem 5.1 by taking 
Fo = {f eFI :J<' - I) abs. continuous, IV(,j II ex) s I}. 
From [2] we know that the information operator 
2i -1 
N*(f) = [f(xl),f(xv, ... ,f(x.)]. Xi = 2;'" 
is nearly optimal for (I,FJ-problem and 




From Section 2 we also know that every interpolatory algorithm <p/etP(N*) has the error 
(5.7) 
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(ii) M odu/us minimum -value problem 
Let 
S,(f) = min If(x)l( = SI(lfl», 
zE(O.1) 
(5.8) 
and consider the (Sz,Fo)-problem. Thus. we now approximate the minimum of the absolute 
values of f(x). It is easy to observe that Lemma 3.2 is satisfied with M = 1. Indeed, for hf2EFo, 
IS2(f1) - S2(fl)1 = 11f1(131)1-lh(l3z)1I 5 I1fl - i211 where S2(fJ = IUI3JI. Hence 
Assume that there exists a positive constant e such that 
fk)=eEFo. (5.9) 
Define Fo(e) as follows: 
(5.10) 
Of course, Fo(e) is balanced and convex. Furthermore for every hEFo(e) we have f, + hEFo, 
ISz(f,)-Sz(fc+h)12I1h_1I and ISMc)-S2(fc-h)12I1h.lI. Hence Lemma 3.1 holds with 
Fo=Fo(c), m= 1 and f*=f,. Since S2 is a functional then 
We summarize this in the following theorem. 
THEoREM 5.2 




We specify Theorem 5.2 by taking Fo defmed by (5.4) with r21. Then for every 
positive e, fcEFo and Fo(e) = {hEFo: Ilhll:5e}. Hence 
This means that for the (S2' Fo)-problem we have 
(5.13) 
Let N* be defined by (5.5). Then N* is nearly optimal also for this problem and 
(5.14) 
Every interpolatory algorithm. q> let;15 (N·) is also nearly optimal. 
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(iii) Minimum point problems 
We consid~red in (i) and (ii) the problems of approximating the minimal value off and 
If I respectively without constructing points at which these' values are attained. We now 
consider the problem of approximating a point 0.= a(f) such that f(a) = S,(f) 
(= min {f(x); xE[O, 1m. (We do not consider the problem of approximating P = p(f) 
where f(P) = Sz(f) since they are similar.) 
For fEFo let 
P(f) = {aE [0, I]:f(a) = SM)}. (5.15) 
Thus, P(f) is the set of all points a for which f(a) is minimal. Our problem is to construct 
x=x(f) which approximates P(f) in some sense. 
Absolute error criterion. Let dist (P(f),x) = inf {I~ - all:aEP(f)}. Suppose we want 
to construct x = x(f) such that 
dist (P(J). x) is small for every feFo. 
In our terminology this is an (SJ' Fo)-problem with SJ defined by 
S3(f ,S) = {xER:dist (P(f) ,x):5S}. 
Note that this is not a nonlinear problem. 
THEOREM 5.3 




Proof. Take 'P*E<l>(N), 'P*(N(f)s 1/2. Since for every fEFo, dist (P(f), 112):5 112 
then 
We now prove that r(N;SJ,Fo)~1I2. Take an arbitrary algorithm rpErtJ(N) and c5>0. 
Since C"'[O. I]Clin (Fo) then there exist hi' hzEFonkerNo such that S,(hj)<O, 
supph,C[O, c5] and supphzC[I-c5, 1]. Let x=rp(N(O» = rp(N(h j». Then 
e(q>, N; SJ, Fo) ~ max {dist (P(h,). x), dist (P(h0, x)} ~ ~ - c5. 
Since q> and c5 are arbitrary then 
This means that r(N-SJ,Fo) = 112. Since N is arbitrary this completes the proof. 0 
This theorem states that we cannot approximate any point a at which f is minimal with 
absolute error less than 1/2. 
We now change the error criterion. 
Residual error criterion. Suppose we want to construct x = x(f) such that 
f(x) - S,(f) is sm~l for every fEFo· (5.19) . 
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In our terminology this is an (S., Fo}-problem with S4 defined by 
. . 
S4(f, a) = {xe[O, 1] :/(x) - S\(f) ::;; a}. (5.20) 
This is not a nonlinear problem and we cannot apply Lemmas 3.1 or 3.2. However we can 
give upper and lower bounds on r(N-S4Fo) using Theorem 5.1. For this purpose we need 
the following definition. 
Let N= [L,,~, .. .• L.]Eqr~. 8>0 and IPaE<P(N) be a 8-optimal algorithm, i.e .. 
where z = z(j,8) = IPa(N(f). 
THEOREM 5.4 




which proves the left-hand side of (5.22). We now prove the r.h.s. Without loss of 
generality we can assume that r(N; I, Fo) < co. For /eFo let 
V(N,f) = {jEFo:N(j) = N(f)}. 
ForxE[O, I] let 
q(x)= inf j(x). a(x) = sup j(x). 
/eV(N.n leV(N.n 
(5.24) 
Then q and a depend on N(j) and 
1 1 
sup sup -2 (a(x)-q(x»=r(N;I,!rJ=-2d(N;I./o)<+OO. VxE[O.I]. (5.25) fEE. ze(in 
Hence q(x) and a(x) are finite for every xE[O.l]. Furthermore 
q(x):5f(x):5a(x). VjEV(N.f). VxE[O. I]. 
For J>O let P be a point such that 
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Since P depends ooly on N(/) and 0 then the algorithm 
",,(NU) ~ P (5.28) 
is well defined and IfJdEtP(N). We now prove that 
e(cpd' N ; Sh Fo):S; 2r(N; I. F/) + o. 
Indeed, for /eV(NJ) le,/(.) ~ S,(/). Then 
j(~.(N(j))) -S,(jJ ~ j(~) - j(';)"a(~) _ q(.) 
and due 10 (5.27) and (5.25) 
Hence (5.29) is proven. Since 0 is arbitrary we get 
r(N; S" Fo):S; 2r(N; I, Fa) 
(5.29) 
which proves (5 .22). Note that (5 .23 ) follows easily from Theorem 5. 1 and (5 .22) . Hence the 
proof of Theorem 5.4 is completed. 0 
Let Fa be defined by (5.4). Then N· defined by (5.5) is nearly optimaJ also for this 
problem and 
We end this section by 
REMARK 5. 1 
In this section we studied some problems with balanced and convex Fa. This was done 
only fo r simplicity. Similar results can be proven for other sets Fo which are not necessary 
balanced and convex. 
We also assumed that Fo consists of real functions/:(O, I )_R. The similar theorems 
can be proven fo r a more general setting. For example, let A be a compact subset of a 
metric space and let F} be a linear space with the nonn 1\ . liF) . Let FI be the space of 
continuous operators (not necessarily linear) fA-F) with the norm 11/ 11'1 =supll/(a)liF1· 
.~ 
Define 
Then the (S2. Fo)-problem is equivalent to the approximation (I. Fo)-problem, i.e. 
~ ,(N,· I F.a(e»'; ,(N: S" Fa) ,; ,(N: I, FJ 
2 ." 
(compare with Theorem S.2). . 
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